

Medical Armbands

Arm Bands, which include a current copy of the individual’s medical release form, must be worn at all times while on the competition grounds. This procedure applies to Championships and for all regional rallies.

Quiz will carry their medical releases in their Name Tag holders or in an armband. Tet will not be required to wear them while actually shooting or swimming, but must have them visible and next to them for these activities and must be wearing them at all other times.

The armbands must be worn on the upper arm. If the competitor has small arms, they may need to safety-pin the armband to their sleeve in the area of the upper arm.

Armbands are available for purchase from Shop Pony Club (www.shopponyclub.org).

All officials are encouraged to work with the competitors to remind them of this requirement. Competitors repeatedly found not wearing their armbands could result in a penalty at the discretion of the Ground Jury/Chief Judge.